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India is  Tiger Central  Reserve! India is  home
for t igers!  As of 2023,  India has over 75% of
the global t iger population,  with around
3,167 t igers.

Tigers have their  favorite spots to hang out,
just l ike you have your favorite play areas.  In
India,  the top states where tigers love to
chil l  are Madhya Pradesh, Karnataka,  and
Uttarakhand. These places have lots of cool
areas called protected areas and national
parks.  It 's  l ike their  own playground where
they can roam freely!

In the wild,  t igers typically l ive
for 10–15 years,  but in captivity,

they can reach up to 20 years.

Let's Be Tiger Protectors!
Now, here's the important part – we need to be superheroes to protect our t igers!  We
should all  work together to keep our t iger fr iends safe and happy. That means taking
care of their  homes and making sure they have enough space to play and find food.
So,  let's  join forces and make sure our t iger fr iends have a super cool and sustainable
future.
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TIGERS FOUND IN CAUVERY
NORTH WILDLIFE SANCTUARY

AFTER 50 YEARS

TiGERS & INDIA!

Did you know that our country
India has a special  animal that
represents the strength and beauty
of the country? It 's  the TIGER! 

The tiger is  a symbol of pride for
India.  Just l ike superheroes,  the
tiger is  strong,  graceful,  and super
agile.  It 's  l ike the superhero of the
animal kingdom!

LET’S COUNT!

CHOOSE THE CORRECT OPTION

Tigers are the
largest among all

cat species.

FUN FACTS

Tigers can grow up to
11 feet long and weigh
around 300 ki lograms.

Tigers can run at speeds
of 49-65 km/h and leap

up to 10 meters.

Tigers are ski l led
swimmers,

covering up to 6
kilometres

without a break.

A t iger's night vision is
six t imes stronger than

that of humans.

The roar of a t iger can
be heard from over a

mile away!

CO
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R 
M

E

How many of each animal?

Giraffe
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CAT BESIDE THE BOX
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WHERE IS THE CAT?

CAT IN THE BOX

CAT ON THE BOX

CAT ON THE TABLE

CAT IN THE TABLE

CAT IN THE BOX

CAT UNDER THE BOX CAT UNDER THE BOX

CAT BEHIND THE LAPTOP

CAT UNDER THE LAPTOP

CAT NEAR BOX AND VASE

CAT BETWEEN BOX
AND VASE

DOG

MONKEY

EMU

DEER

TIGER

LION

ZEBRA

KOALA

ELEPHANT

PANDA

BEAR

GIRAFFE

ACTIVITY CORNER
Cut and paste to make a face

Continuation of the activity will  be in the next week’s issue.

SEE AND WRITE
This is Leap’s bedroom. Look at the picture and write the names
of the objects you see next to the corresponding number.

1.                                          

2 .                                          

3.                                          

4.                                          

5.                                          

6.                                          

7 .                                          

8.                                          

9.                                          

10.                                          

11.                                          

12.                                          

DISCOVER DOCTOR ROLES
Use vowels to f ind words

V T R N R Y

P D TR C N

D N T

S TC R D L G

S TP H T H L GM

S T
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INDIAN RAILWAYS
Indian Railways embarked on its remarkable
journey over 160 years ago,  starting its
magical  odyssey on April  16,  1853.  The f irst
passenger train was operated by 3
locomotives -  Sahib,  Sultan,  and Sindh,
travelled from Bori  Bunder to Thane,
covering 34 km. This marked the beginning of
a colorful  and exciting adventure on the
vibrant rai lway network in India.  

DISCOVER DIFFERENT MODES OF TRANSPORTATION

Transportation is  l ike a magical  journey that helps us explore the world around us.  Let's dive into the four exciting
modes of transportation:

The rhythmic clatter of wheels on tracks signif ies the railways,  the second-fastest
means of transport.  

Railways

Soaring in the clouds,  air  travel  is  truly remarkable.  From helicopters to speedy rockets,
the airways take us on the fastest adventures above the world.

Airways

On land, the most common mode of transport is  through roadways,  connecting us to
different places.  From cycles and cars to buses and trucks,  roadways offer a variety of
vehicles for our daily adventures.

Roadways

Ever wondered how we traverse vast oceans and gentle r ivers? Waterways hold the answer!
With ships,  sailboats,  yachts,  and even submarines,  we can gl ide on the water's surface,
exploring the wonders beneath while enjoying the gentle waves.

Waterways

TRANSPORTATION TRIVIA

What is  the largest
railway network in the
world?

Which is  the longest
national highway in
India?

Which is  the busiest
airport in India in terms
of passenger traffic?

In which year did the
first train steam off in
India?

-Indian Railways
-NH 44

(Jammu & Kashmir to
Kanyakumari)

-Indira Gandhi
International Airport 

-April 16, 1853

Pronunciation- kuhm ·paat ·muhnt

Meaning:   A separate division or section.

Compartment

Pronunciation- pa.suhn.juh

Meaning:  A traveller on a public or private
transport.

Passenger

COLOR ME
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RAC 
ILCEBYC 
TCREOOS 
ITNAR 
USB 
VNA 

DID YOU KNOW?

The Longest River
- Nile

The Largest Continent
- Asia

The Largest Country
- Russia 

The Largest Land animal -
Elephant

The Largest Ocean – Pacific

FUN FACTS

For more information reach out to us at admin@kidoklub.com or
message us on Whatsapp at +91 - 75693 25009 
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Which is the largest
mammal on Earth?

What is the only flying mammal?

What is the world's largest
reptile and is known for its
powerful bite?

Which animal is famous for its ability to
climb trees?

What bird can turn its head
almost 360 degrees?

What's the fastest
land animal?

-BLUE WHALE
-BAT

-CROCODILE-MONKEY

-CHEETAH

-OWL

JUMBLE WORDS

HOW TO DRAW A TIGER IN EASY STEPS!

Step 1:  Head and ears -
You draw a circle and

two triangular ears

Step 2 :  Draw an elongated
oval beside the head

Step 3 :  Draw an egg-
shaped body leaving
some space

Step 4:  Join the head and
the ovals.  Extend it  beyond
the shapes to look l ike a tai l .

Step 5:  Draw two circles
and join them using l ines

Step 6:  Similarly complete
the other front leg

Step 7:  Complete the
other two legs as well

Step 8:  Draw the l ines
connecting the ovals as

shown in the pic to
complete the body

Step 9:  Outl ine legs and paws
as shown in the pic above

Step 10:  Add the eyes,  mouth
and nose to the tiger’s face. Color it to make it colorful


